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Abstract: For a healthy economic development is needed to use in a most efficient way the existing natural resources.
In this sense, we present some opportunities for economic development of the South-West Oltenia region suggested by
the particularities of this area. We put emphasis on agriculture and tourism because here we identified the greatest
potential for development. Opportunities in agriculture are justified by the existence of large agricultural areas that
are not cultivated and those that are made in an inefficient way. In these cases, an increase in productivity can be
achieved by the creation of holdings of large and very large dimensions. Also, the creation of technological chains to
transform agricultural products into finished products can rise the number of employees and increase profits. In terms
of a usability for about 30% of accommodation in the South West Oltenia development region and a wide range of
tourist attractions in the area, the potential for growth in tourism is considerable.
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1. Introduction
The transition from a communist to a capitalist economy has been very difficult with large duration in time

and whose effects are still felt fully at national and regional level.
Land restitution to people resulted in excessive fragmentation of agricultural land leading to an inefficient

operation of their.
The regional particularities have led to different economic developments over time. An example of

characteristic feature is the county Oltenia area where the main economic activities are mining coal and electricity.
Around them has developed a wide range of related activities such as the manufacture of subassemblies and parts, coal
transport etc.

Periods of economic recession have contributed to slowing industrial restructuring and brought additional
problems.

The last global economic crisis of 2008-2012 period whose effects are still felt has seriously affected the
Romanian economy. Economic giants such as the Oltchim Valcea and Mechel steel plants have reduced or even
stopped work and large companies like Hidroelectrica became insolvent.

The labor market has suffered heavily from the economic crisis and the effects were felt in all regions.
South West Oltenia Development Region could not escape unaffected. Declines of consumption led to

restructuring and layoffs not only to small and medium companies but also to large companies like Hidroelectrica and
former National Society of Lignite Oltenia.

Because the economic crisis is coming to an end must rapidly identified development opportunities. They must
take into account the specific of regions and the existing resources that must to be used in an efficient manner.

As immediate development opportunities for South West Oltenia Development Region, we indicate agriculture
and tourism on which we will focus further.
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2. Agriculture
The main obstacle to the development of agriculture is the land restitution to former owners. Firstly, this has

led to a fragmentation of farmland so intensively and effectively cultivation became impossible. A second aspect is the
fact that many of the current owners do not live near the land returned and they left it uncultivated.

In connection with the uncultivated land is required an intervention by creating a framework to impose
additional tax on these properties.

Economic restructuring process resulted in the migration of a significant part of the population from rural to
urban areas where they practice subsistence agriculture.

Tab.1. Areas planted (hectares) intensive and the main crops.
SOUTH - WEST

OLTENIA
Development Region

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Cultivated area - total 981675 1031765 1033718 1023571 1050067

Cereals for grain 801488 812087 824757 747767 791649

Wheat and rye 397771 382722 385137 407681 353149

Barley 29458 23519 32616 35363 24671

Corn 355093 382103 382342 276396 386455

Oil plants 96204 114866 105698 156486 138946

Sunflower 67665 80267 68404 92057 102380

Potatoes 7908 18076 18920 18135 18573

Sugar beet 257 - - - -

Vegetables 40229 43781 44692 46565 4543

(Source:INSSE, available online http://www.dolj.insse.ro/cmsdolj/rw/pages/R40_SuprafCultivExplPpCult.ro.do)

Tab.2. The land (hectares) by use type.
SOUTH - WEST OLTENIA

Development Region 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Total area 2921169 2921169 2921169 2921169 2921169

Agricultural area 1802733 1803084 1802345 1799230 1797633

which, by use categories:

arable 1252772 1252722 1252593 12251229 1244971

pastures 380389 380024 379375 379026 377167

meadow 88010 87987 88039 87511 96824

vineyards and vine nurseries 38773 39168 39261 39424 38261

orchards and tree nurseries 42789 43183 43077 42040 40410

(Source: INSSE, available online http://www.dolj.insse.ro/cmsdolj/rw/pages/R41_FondFuncModFol31dec.ro.do)

From the Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 we can see that an area of about 200 000 hectares or one-sixth from the total arable
land of South West Oltenia Development Region is not exploited.

From the Tab. 2 it appears that areas occupied by vineyards and orchards have declined slightly.
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Tab.3. Number of animals.
SOUTH - WEST OLTENIA

Development Region 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Bovines - total 315860 304805 259419 195695 196712

 of which: cows, buffaloes and heifers 185556 177711 160696 123543 120084

Porcines 936132 915483 792324 693855 690887

 of which: breeding sows 38498 33536 29339 29762 38664

Ovines 671306 717818 715798 600861 610385

 of which ewes and ewe lambs put 604066 633178 629343 545969 546083

Goats 169501 177448 182734 244965 235949

 (Source:INSSE, available online http://www.dolj.insse.ro/cmsdolj/rw/pages/R49.ro.do)

Tab. 3 highlights reduction of livestock in recent years in all categories except goats. From 31 December 2007
to 31 December 2011, the number of animals decline in percentage is about 37% for the number of bovine, about 26%
for the number of pigs and 10% for the number of ovines.

The causes of reductions in livestock are numerous ranging from the imposition of special conditions for
slaughtering animals to the lack of markets for final products.

Given these aspects, we believe that there are investment opportunities in agriculture and they should be
encouraged through legislative initiatives.

3. Tourism
A second opportunity that we analyze is the tourism.
South West Oltenia Development Region has a wide range of sights generally are used far below the potential

it offers.
Among these are:
- Balneary and spa tourism (C lim ne ti-Caciulata, B ile Herculane, B ile Govora B ile S celu, travel saline
Ocnele Mari)
- Ecumenical travel (monasteries like Cozia, Lainici, Tismana, Polovragi)
- Mountain tourism (Transalpina Road and resorts Rânca and Vidra)
- Cultural tourism (memorials and museums)
- Medical tourism.
Due to the varied landscape containing plains, hills and mountains there are many areas with scenic views

suitable for tourism.
Between geographic objectives in the area, we enumerate:
- Danube defile, Olt defile, Jiu defile
- Cheile Sohodolului gorges,
- Muierii Cave, Polovragi Cave and for caving enthusiasts many undeveloped caves in the gorge Cheile

Sohodolului,
- Glacial lakes in Parang Mountains,
- Transalpina road that reaches the highest altitude in our country
- The Cerna springs.
A component insufficiently exploited is balneary tourism. In the specialized units Calimanesti-Caciulata, Baile

Herculane, Baile Govora and Baile S celu can be treated a wide range of confounding medical conditions using natural
waters with healing capabilities.
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Tab.4. Accommodation capacity and activity of tourist units.
SOUTH - WEST OLTENIA

Development Region

Years

Accommodation capacity
Arrivals

(thousands)
Overnights
(thousands)

Indices of net using
accommodation

capacity in operation
(%)

Existing
(places)

in operation
(thousands

places - days)

2007 15219 4107 403 1674 40,7

2008 14973 4197 429 1730 41,2

2009 16349 4233 366 1442 34,1

2010 16410 4227 337 1290 30,6

2011 18274 4761 427 1486 31,2

 (Source: INSSE, available online http://www.dolj.insse.ro/cmsdolj/rw/pages/%20R62.ro.do)

From the Tab. 4 it can be observed that although the accommodation capacity has increased by about 20%, the
number of overnight stays decreased by about 10%.

To change things in this regard efforts must be concentrated primarily in the promotion. A first step to be
taken is the development of web sites that present in a most attractive sight the touristic objectives in the area.

It can also be completed leisure and documentary tourism with medical tourism. We refer here especially to
foreign tourists in the sense of providing medical services at lower prices than in their countries of origin, which can be
very attractive.

4. Conclusions
In general must be identified solutions so that resources to be used as effectively over the productive chain.

For example sawdust resulted from the log transformation of timber can be used for the manufacture of construction
materials or fuel (pelleti type). Coal dust can be used to create fertilizers. Ash from burning coal can be used as a
construction material for roads. Hot water can be used for heating greenhouses.

A great opportunity is to develop agriculture through the construction of greenhouses near power plants that
use for heating the hot water resulted in the burning boilers cooling energy groups.

Creating farm utility vessels of medium and large sizes is necessary. Encouraging such operations can be
achieved by additional taxation of agricultural land unworked.

Also, there are many areas which qualify for the organic production of green agricultural products.
Regarding tourism, South West Oltenia Development Region presents opportunities for a wide range of

touristic services. To support tourism is needed a regional strategy of publicity coverage with a strong online
component.

Also, to satisfy tourists have maintained and expanded road network.
Another opportunity is the transformation of arid southern Oltenia in photovoltaic park. And in this case is

required the political involvement for additional incentives.
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